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Let it not therefore be imagined that his is a state
of unenlivened toil and hardship. His very labours
are " the labours of love ;*" if " he has need of
patience," it is " the patience of hope;" and he
is cheered in his work by the constant assurance of
present support, and of final victory. Let it not
be forgotten, that this is the very idea given us of
happiness by one of the ablest examiners of the
human mind; "a constant employment for a desir-
able end, with the consciousness of a continual pro-
gress.1' So true is the Scripture declaration, that
" Godliness has the promise of the life that now is,
as well as of that which is to come."*1
Our review of the character of the bulk of no-
minal Christians has exhibited abundant proofs of
their allowed defectiveness in that great Bulk of
constituent of the true Christian character, raowiiwaZ
the low of God.    Many instances, in proof 5A7f ?aw?
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of this assertion, have been incidentally the love of
pointed out, and the charge is in itself so Chd.
obvious, that it were superfluous to spend much
time in endeavouring to establish it. Put the ques-
tion fairly to the test. Concerning the proper
marks and evidences of affection, there can be little
dispute. Let the most candid investigator examine
the character, and conduct, and language of the
persons of whom we have been speaking; and he
will be compelled to acknowledge, that, so far as
love towards the Supreme Being is in question,
these marks and evidences are nowhere to be met
with. It is in itself a decisive evidence of a con-
trary feeling in those nominal Christians, that they
find no pleasure in the service and worship of God.
Their devotional acts resemble less the free-will
offerings of a grateful heart, than that constrained
and reluctant homage, which is exacted by some

